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About This Game

The difference of being the hunter or they prey boils down to a single moment, will your team watch you die or will it be your
arrow that takes the match!
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decent game. Still early in development, but it's super fun to play. It could use a very simple animated tutorial since most people
I run into don't know that arrows need to be picked up from your "quiver" behind your head. I figured it out eventually, but with
so many archery-based VR games and no standard mechanic, it could use even just a 3 second animation so people don't just
give up. One of my favorite things is that locomotion direction is tied to where your thumb is on the trackpad instead of "point
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and click", thus allowing you to travel and shoot simultaneously. Kudos! This has a lot of potential, and I'm excited for more
game modes and a larger player base.. There is a good foundation here but there really needs a tutorial, I spent way too long
figuring how to do vital things like changing arrow tips.. Visually pleasing, but dear god I suck at this, its a very challenging
archery-fps game, with very fun fast paced gameplay.. There is a good foundation here but there really needs a tutorial, I spent
way too long figuring how to do vital things like changing arrow tips.. Game is dead. Spent 10minutes trying to find a lobby,
didn't find a single person in that 10minutes. Would be an interesting game though I'd rather not have instadeath on a single
arrow hit. I'd like it to be more like a 2 shot kill or more.. I like this game. If there were other people playing, this game would
be super cool. Never anyone online, so you are stuck playing bots. The bots are not bad really, but it would be way more fun
with real players.. Still early in development, but it's super fun to play. It could use a very simple animated tutorial since most
people I run into don't know that arrows need to be picked up from your "quiver" behind your head. I figured it out eventually,
but with so many archery-based VR games and no standard mechanic, it could use even just a 3 second animation so people
don't just give up. One of my favorite things is that locomotion direction is tied to where your thumb is on the trackpad instead
of "point and click", thus allowing you to travel and shoot simultaneously. Kudos! This has a lot of potential, and I'm excited for
more game modes and a larger player base.. so far i haven't find even one player to play that game! instead of that i was bored in
the lobby shooting some cartons targets.. Great competetive miltiplayer archery! Game is still in alpha, so rating what already is
in game - it is great! Controls are intuitive, and easy to learn, Walking on map is easy, and there is absolutely no way you will
ever get stuck. There is only one tiny map for now, but even for how small it is, it's construction is pretty good. There are 2
classes currently and 5 different skills/special arrows, with every class having 3 of them. They are differentiated well, and pretty
useful in combat. Graphicwise it is simple, and would need some improvement. But it is not ugly by any means. Clarity is on
good level, I only had one time problem with differentiating friend from foe, because color differences are not that apparent.
The only real issue is, that there are almost no players here to play yet. But AI enemies are coming to game, so that hopefully
will bring more people in.

oVRshot 0.8.0 Released! : Changes: Added 2 new levels, Loading Dock & Courtyard. Improved bot cover system. Switched
renderer for greatly increased performance. If you see any graphical glitches don't hesitate to let us know! New lobby UI layout
Added lobby music Added Norwegian localization support.. oVRshot 0.4.0 Alpha Released! : This update adds another King of
the Hill map, Data Center, as well as a tutorial for first time players. Changes: Added new level: Data Center. Added tutorial for
first time player. Added bot difficulty. Added kill-streak effect to players. Fixed announcer sometimes calling double kill and
triple kill together. Fixed players being able to stick to the side of walls. Other minor fixes.. oVRshot 0.7.0 Alpha Released! :
The next oVRshot update is finally out bringing a heap of additions and improvements! Changes: Added a new game mode:
Free-for-all Deathmatch, first to 25 kills wins Added a Deathmatch variant of Storage Facility. Re-built the lobby area layout.
Added a lobby minigame: targets shooting. Improved bot behavior: bots can now make use of cover and are generally more
intelligent. Improved the performance of most levels. Added a text popup that displays who you killed. Improved the visuals and
performance of smoke arrows. Fixed a whole bunch of bugs.. oVRshot 0.6.0 Alpha Released! : Changes New map: Compound,
a close quarters, two stage demolition map. Added high score leaderboards. You gain +15 score for winning and -10 score for
losing a match. Bots can now use powerups. Bots can now patrol and use the hand shield. Tweaked bot difficulties. Tweaked
demolition bonus time for new phases. Added UI haptics. Added UI to show who you were killed by. Added in-game keyboard
for lobby room codes. Improved visuals of shield arrow effect and invisibility. Shield arrow is now a dome. Class selection now
uses UI. Fixes to teleport/dash movement.. Scheduled play sessions : Hi everyone we will have planned play sessions going
forward on weekdays at 7pm GMT and 7pm EST where a min of one dev will be on.. oVRshot 0.2.70 Released : After listening
to feedback we've decided to implement free locomotion as an alternative to dashing and blink teleportation. Other changes and
fixes include: Fixed an issue where playing with a full team (6 players) would sometimes break the game horribly. Improved
transitions for LODs. Added vignette option. Added smooth rotation option. Cleaned up lobby UI. Fixed player being able to go
through walls in some cases. Updated matchmaking UI visuals. Other bug fixes.. oVRshot 0.3.1 Alpha Released : This patch
changes how the forward spawn works and addresses a number of issues. Changes Forward spawn now uses a separate spawn
room. Tweaked trackpad input on Vive to make it easier to control. Fixed quiver zone trigger being offset on Vive, allowing
Vive users to shoot much faster than others. Added light models to level. Lobby now uses all red team colors. Improvements to
lobby UI to make matchmaking easier. Fixed an issue where unconfirmed quality settings could sometimes be saved. Fixed
capture points sometimes displaying the wrong icon.. oVRshot 0.3.4 Alpha Released! : Changes Bots can now move and shoot at
the same time. Bots will now react to flash-bang and explosive arrows. Increased base player speed by 12.5% Lowered player
speed when moving with a notched arrow by 25%. Added in-game options menu and scoreboard to the bow hand (hold hand
over to open). Changes to forward spawn layout. Added LIV support. Fixed arrows sometimes not hitting bots. Fixed super-
sampling setting. Fixed an issue where power-ups would sometimes stop spawning. Fixed arrows sometimes not sticking at very
short ranges. Fixed fading and flash-bang arrows not working. Fixed an issue where the screen could go black at the end of the
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game. Fixed Oculus Touch using wrong voice chat button on SteamVR.
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